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Small RNAs and their associated RNA interference (RNAi) pathways underpin diverse mechanisms of gene regulation and genome defense across all three kingdoms of life and are integral to virus–host interactions. In plants, fungi and many animals, an ancestral RNAi pathway exists as a host defense mechanism whereby viral double-stranded RNA is processed to small RNAs that enable recognition and degradation of the virus. While this antiviral RNAi pathway is not generally thought to be present in mammals, other RNAi mechanisms can influence infection through both viral- and host-derived small RNAs. Furthermore, a burgeoning body of data suggests that small RNAs in mammals can function in a non-cell autonomous manner to play various roles in cell-to-cell communication and disease through their transport in extracellular vesicles. While vesicular small RNAs have not been proposed as an antiviral defense pathway per se, there is increasing evidence that the export of host- or viral-derived RNAs from infected cells can influence various aspects of the infection process. This review discusses the current knowledge of extracellular RNA functions in viral infection and the technical challenges surrounding this field of research.
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1 | SMALL RNA-MEDIATED GENE REGULATION IN EUKARYOTES

Small RNA-mediated gene regulation is a central component of how eukaryotic organisms develop, adapt, and protect themselves from viruses and transposable elements. Small RNAs usually operate by guiding an Argonaute (AGO) protein to another nucleic acid target through Watson–Crick base pair complementarity (Azlan, Dzaki, & Azzam, 2016). These interactions lead to gene silencing, which can involve transcriptional, posttranscriptional or epigenetic mechanisms, depending on the properties of the small RNA, AGO protein and target in a given organism (Munshi, Mohan, & Ahuja, 2016). In animals, there are two prominent conserved RNA interference (RNAi) mechanisms: (a) the posttranscriptional regulation of gene
expression by microRNAs (miRNAs) and (b) the posttranscriptional and transcriptional silencing of transposable elements by the piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA) pathway (Bartel, 2018; Baulcombe, 2004; Hannon, 2002). Another important RNAi pathway that is thought to be ancestral is “antiviral RNAi,” where viral dsRNA is processed into small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) that bind the complementary sequences to degrade viral genomes (Ding & Voinnet, 2007). Antiviral RNAi is found in plants, fungi and many animals, and can operate through non-cell autonomous mechanisms, spreading the signal from infected cells to distant sites in the organism (Obbard, Gordon, Buck, & Jiggins, 2009). The concept of mobile small RNA, therefore, goes hand-in-hand with antiviral RNAi in many organisms and in plants these discoveries date back two decades (Hamilton & Baulcombe, 1999). Evidence suggests antiviral RNAi exists in pluripotent cells in mammals (Ding, Han, Wang, & Li, 2018) but type I interferons (IFNs) are thought to be the main mechanism of antiviral defense in differentiated cells (Pare & Sullivan, 2014; tenOever, 2017).

Beyond the debated existence of antiviral RNAi in mammals, other RNAi pathways can influence the infection process and these can involve both viral- or host-derived small RNA guides. Here we detail the functions of these diverse small RNAs inside viral-infected cells. We then explore the recent literature suggesting that the transmission of small RNAs between cells plays important functional roles in viral infections. We review the mechanisms for RNA transport between cells and highlight the technical challenges for characterizing these pathways as well as new methodologies required to advance the field.

## 2 VIRAL- AND HOST-DERIVED miRNAs INSIDE THE CELL: A DIVERSE RANGE OF FUNCTIONS

miRNAs are the most extensively studied class of small RNA associated with viral–host interactions in mammals. The field of miRNA research in animals evolved from characterization of their important roles in development and revolutionized our understanding of posttranscriptional gene regulation (Alvarez-Garcia & Miska, 2005). Over the last decade it has become clear that miRNAs are involved in regulating virtually every process in the cell and are important players in cancers and other diseases (Mendell & Olson, 2012). miRNAs are a highly conserved class of endogenous small RNA that derive from hairpin transcripts, generally produced by RNA polymerase II. The canonical biogenesis pathway involves processing of the primary miRNA transcripts by the RNase III enzyme Drosha and cofactors (also called the microprocessor complex) in the nucleus. The resulting precursor miRNA is then exported to the cytoplasm and further processed by another RNase III enzyme, Dicer, resulting in a ~22 nucleotide (nt) double-stranded miRNA duplex which is loaded into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The guide strand of the miRNA associates with an AGO protein in the RISC while the passenger strand is degraded (Ha & Kim, 2014). The canonical mechanism of action of a miRNA is to bind to specific messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and inhibit translation and/or accelerate de-adenylation (Bartel, 2018). Target recognition largely occurs via complementary base pairing of the miRNA with the mRNA target (Lewis, Burge, & Bartel, 2005). Most evolutionarily conserved target sites are found in the 3′ untranslated (3′UTR) of mRNAs and involve pairing with nucleotides 2–8 from the 5′ end of the miRNA, termed the “seed” (Brennecke, Stark, Russell, & Cohen, 2005; Lewis, Shih, Jones-Rhoades, Bartel, & Burge, 2003). In 2004, it was shown that certain herpesviruses can hijack the host miRNA biogenesis machinery to express their own miRNAs (Pfeffer et al., 2004). Subsequently, viral miRNAs have been identified in several other viral families, including Adenoviridae, Flaviridae, Orthomyxoviridae, and Retroviridae (Fruci, Rota, & Gallo, 2017; Kincaid & Sullivan, 2012; Tycowski et al., 2015). These studies have also revealed novel, noncanonical pathways for viral miRNA biogenesis which are independent of Drosha (Xie & Steitz, 2014).

### 2.1 Functional roles of viral miRNAs inside cells

Viral-encoded miRNAs can have diverse functions during infection through their regulation of viral or host genes, depicted in Figure 1 (Kincaid & Sullivan, 2012; Tycowski et al., 2015). For example, an early report demonstrated that polyomaviruses produce miRNAs which repress viral T antigen at late stages of infection as a mechanism of immune evasion (Sullivan, Grundhoff, Tevethia, Pipas, & Ganem, 2005). In all of the diverse herpesvirus subfamilies, viral miRNAs have been shown to target the viral immediate-early trans-activator proteins that drive viral replication. It is proposed that this regulation might be key to maintaining latency while setting the appropriate threshold to respond to reactivation signals (Grey, 2015). At the same time, viral miRNAs can also directly interact with host mRNAs to regulate cellular networks that promote persistence, replication, and/or immune evasion (Bruscella et al., 2017; Cullen, 2006). For example, the Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-encoded miRNA BART6 inhibits the induction of antiviral immune responses by targeting genes of the retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) signaling pathway (Lu et al., 2017), while miRNAs derived from the oncogenic human Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated
herpesvirus (KSHV) enhance the survival of infected cells by inhibiting genes involved in cell cycle and/or apoptosis (Gottwein & Cullen, 2010; Liu, Happel, & Ziegelbauer, 2017).

2.2 | Enhancement of infection by direct interactions between cellular host miRNAs and viruses

Cellular host miRNAs can also impact viral infection through a range of diverse targets and in some cases this involves direct interaction with viral genomes (Figure 1). For example, an early report showed that hepatitis C virus (HCV) has evolved a binding site in its genome for miR-122, a miRNA naturally highly expressed in the liver (Jopling, Yi, Lancaster, Lemon, & Sarnow, 2005). This interaction with miR-122 stabilizes the HCV genome and also leads to a derepression of miR-122 host targets, which are associated with lipid metabolism (Sarnow & Sagan, 2016). Many other host miRNA binding sites have since been reported in the genomes of diverse viral families (Trobaugh & Klimstra, 2017). In contrast to the miR-122-HCV example, interaction with host miRNAs can also lead to a suppression of viral translation and replication. For example, the myeloid expressed miRNA, miR-142-3p, binds to the 3’ untranslated region of eastern equine encephalitis virus, suppressing its replication in myeloid cells. This interaction appears to be advantageous to the virus, leading to reduced induction of the host innate immune response (Trobaugh et al., 2014). Indeed, it is expected that rapidly evolving viruses would not maintain genomic binding sites for host miRNAs if the interactions were not beneficial for the virus. Host miRNA–virus interactions, therefore, are suggested as another viral mechanism to escape detection and clearance by the immune system and enable persistent infections (Mahajan, Drake, & Chen, 2009).

Some viruses have also evolved to interact with specific host miRNAs in a way that leads to degradation of the miRNA (McCaskill, Praiharunkit, Sharp, & Buck, 2015). For example, two different herpesviruses, murine cytomegalovirus and herpesvirus saimiri (HVS), have evolved distinct noncoding RNAs that interact with miR-27 and mediate its degradation (Cazalla, Yario, Steitz, & Steitz, 2010; Libri et al., 2012; Marcinowski et al., 2012; Guo, Oei, & Steitz, 2015). It is assumed that the function of this interaction is to block the natural regulatory mechanism of miR-27 (e.g., leading to an increase in the host targets of miR-27). Indeed, it was further shown by the Steitz lab that miR-27 is a repressor of T cell activation and proposed that the degradation of miR-27 by HVS enables constitutive activation of HVS-infected T cells, a key cell type for latency (Guo, Riley, Iwasaki, & Steitz, 2014). Many additional host miRNA–virus interactions that lead to deregulation of the host miRNAs and/or inhibit their functional capacity have since been reported, underscoring the idea that an individual miRNA can be important enough for a virus to devote genome space to its inhibition.

2.3 | Cellular miRNA regulation and functions in defense

Cellular (host) miRNAs regulate nearly every signaling pathway inside the cells and they work in concert with transcription factors to control initiation, maintenance, and resolution of cell response to injury and stress (Mendell & Olson, 2012).
functions of host miRNAs inside infected cells have been reviewed in depth recently (Girardi, López, & Pfeffer, 2018; Trobaugh & Klimstra, 2017), which we will not duplicate. We note, however, that it is not always trivial to understand whether the up- or down-regulation of a given miRNA upon infection is driven by a viral or host mechanism. For example, multiple viral infections, including enterovirus 71 (EV71) and dengue virus, lead to an up-regulation of miRNA-146 (Ho et al., 2014; S. Wu et al., 2013). This miRNA is part of a negative feedback loop to suppress the IFN response and miR-146 targets the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor associated factor 6 (Ho et al., 2014; S. Wu et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 2008). It is therefore possible that the upregulation of miR-146 upon infection is a natural host mechanism to control the response, but this may also be modulated/enhanced by the virus. In order to interpret the pro- or anti-viral functions of miRNAs that are dysregulated upon infection it is highly relevant to understand whether and how the infection also leads to changes in the export of miRNAs, and their transmission to uninfected cells (explored further below).

At the same time, it is worth noting that some viral infections can lead to suppression of the entire miRNA pathway inside of cells. As a viral mechanism, this would mean sacrificing the ability to exploit the miRNA pathway with viral miRNAs in the infected cell, with the benefit that the antiviral properties of some host miRNAs would be inhibited. For example, the poly(A) polymerase of mammalian poxviruses polyadenylates host miRNAs resulting in their degradation (Backes et al., 2012), although this does not affect all miRNAs equally (Buck et al., 2015). Suppression of the host miRNA pathway upon infection could also represent a host mechanism for boosting the IFN response, since certain miRNAs function as negative regulators of the IFN pathway. In particular, the recognition of viral RNA results in the inhibition of miRNA biogenesis by suppressing the activity of the microprocessor complex. This downregulation leads to the derepression of IFNB1 mRNA and several IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs) (Witteveldt, Ivens, & Macias, 2018) which have been reported to be repressed by miRNAs under normal conditions (Hsu et al., 2017; Witwer, Sisk, Gama, & Clements, 2010). Similarly, ISGs can be activated by reducing the silencing activity of RISC through poly-ADP-ribosylation which also leads to derepression of miRNA targets (Seo et al., 2013).

From the above examples it is clear that there are a multitude of possibilities for how cellular miRNA levels impact an infected cell, and how individual miRNAs or the miRNA machinery can be modulated during infection (not all of which are covered here). At the same time, emerging data suggest viral infections also impact the secretion of miRNAs from infected cells, and this can include both viral- and host-derived miRNAs. In this review, we consider the extracellular realm when thinking about the role of miRNAs and other small RNAs in viral infection.

3 | EXTRACELLULAR SMALL RNAs IN MAMMALS

It has long been known that various RNA species exist outside of cells in different body fluids, and can be released from cells and internalized by other cells under physiological conditions (de Candia, De Rosa, Casiraghi, & Matarese, 2016; Hoy & Buck, 2012; Valadi et al., 2007). Studies from the 1960s and 1970s showed that extracellular RNA is transferred between fibroblast cells (Kolodny, 1971, 1972) and from macrophages to lymphocytes (Fishman, Hammerstrom, & Bond, 1963). The transfer of RNA was also linked to induction of T cell-specific antigen in bone marrow lymphocytes (Archer, 1978). However, the mechanisms and identity of RNA species were not examined. Another report suggested highly methylated RNA is released from a diverse range of cells under physiological conditions, in a manner that is not associated with cell death (Stroun et al., 1978). Despite these intriguing early findings, little was reported on extracellular RNA until 2008, when seminal papers showed that miRNAs are present in body fluids outside of cells (X. Chen et al., 2008; Chim et al., 2008; Lawrie et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2008). Furthermore, since the profile of miRNAs in biofluids was shown to change in pathological conditions, this stimulated extensive commercial interest in their biomarker capacity (Fritz et al., 2016; Sohel, 2016). Around the same time, in vitro studies showed that miRNAs and mRNAs are exported from cells in extracellular vesicles (EVs). These can transfer the RNAs to other cells where they mediate changes in gene expression (Skog et al., 2008; Valadi et al., 2007). The combination of these discoveries has led to an explosion of interest in the translational applications of EVs, and their miRNA cargos, over the last 10 years. However, relatively little is known about the processes of RNA export and import and how this is controlled in the cell. The majority of research in this area has focused on understanding EV composition and function.

4 | EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES—FORM AND FUNCTION

The term EVs refers to small organelles enclosed by a lipid bilayer membrane that are found outside cells. These vesicles can be broadly divided into three subclasses based on their origins inside cells. Apoptotic bodies are released from cells
undergoing apoptosis. Microvesicles (also microparticles or ectosomes) are 100–1,000 nm vesicles released by budding from the plasma membrane, while exosomes are small vesicles (~100 nm) of endosomal origin which are released by fusion of multivesicular endosomes (MVEs) with the plasma membrane (Colombo, Raposo, & Théry, 2014; Yáñez-Mó et al., 2015). However, many studies have used the term exosomes without showing evidence for subcellular origin. Moreover, it has become clear that widely used isolation methods (such as differential centrifugation) result in mixed EV populations (Konoshenko, Lekchnov, Vlassov, & Laktionov, 2018; Lötvall et al., 2014) and EVs that are small (<100 nm) are not exclusively exosomes (Kowal et al., 2016). For this reason, we will only use the term EVs in this review, even if the original paper refers to these as exosomes. EVs have gained popularity in the last decade in part due to the fact that they can shuttle RNAs between cells and also based on extensive literature showing their roles in many pathological contexts, including cancer (Becker et al., 2016; De Toro, Herschlik, Waldner, & Mongini, 2015).

4.1 | Extracellular vesicles and the Trojan Horse hypothesis

There are many types of viral cargo that can be packaged in EVs for transport to other cells, including viruses themselves. Indeed, it has long been hypothesized that viruses hijack cellular pathways of intercellular trafficking not only for biogenesis of new viral particles but also as an important mode of infection. This “Trojan exosome hypothesis” proposed that viruses can take advantage of cell-encoded vesicle trafficking systems to move between cells without the need of viral receptors for cell entry and in order to evade detection by the immune system (Gould, Booth, & Hildreth, 2003). Many reports have demonstrated that viruses can package full length viral genomes or mRNA in EVs, which are able to replicate and/or contribute to the establishment of infections in recipient cells (Bukong, Momen-Heravi, Kodys, Bala, & Szabo, 2014; Chivero et al., 2014; Columba Cabezas & Federico, 2013; Cosset & Dreux, 2014; Dreux et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2017; Jaworski et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2016; Mori et al., 2008; Ramakrishnaiah et al., 2013). The use of EVs for transmission of viral genomes or mRNAs is reviewed further in van Dongen, Masoumi, Witwer, and Pegtel (2016) and may be particularly important for naked virus transmission to occur without cell lysis (van der Grein, Defourny, Slot, & Nolte-’t Hoen, 2018). Here we focus on describing the small RNAs that are exported from infected cells and the current thinking on their functions. We cover the properties and functions of extracellular small RNAs that have been reported in a viral context, starting with a focus on miRNAs and how their transfer in EVs to recipient cells might impact infection through canonical (gene silencing) or non-canonical (Toll-like receptor [TLR] activation) mechanisms.

5 | DUAL ROLE OF miRNAs IN EVs: ACTIVATORS AND REPRESSORS OF IMMUNE RESPONSES

In the last 5 years several reports have demonstrated that both host and viral miRNAs are transferred from infected cells to other (noninfected) cells and this miRNA trafficking has been proposed to facilitate infection through the regulation of immune responses (Kouwaki, Okamoto, Tsukamoto, Fukushima, & Oshiumi, 2017; Laganà et al., 2013). A detailed list of findings from various studies is provided in Table 1 with several examples depicted in Figure 2. In the following section we detail research on viral small RNAs released from cells infected with EBV and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), where there is the largest body of literature to date.

5.1 | Viral-derived small RNAs in EVs: Gene silencers and TLR activators

5.1.1 | Epstein–Barr virus

An early report from 2010 showed that EVs released from EBV-infected B cells contain viral miRNAs that are internalized by recipient monocyte-derived dendritic cells (DCs). The authors showed proof-of-concept with reporter assays that EVs transfer viral miRNAs from infected cells to other cells and demonstrated the immune-stimulatory gene CXCL11, a target of the viral miRNA, was suppressed in recipient cells (Pegtel et al., 2010). A subsequent study by the same group showed that other classes of viral small RNAs from EBV-infected cells are also exported and can be transferred to recipient cells where they can activate immune responses. Specifically, 5′ polyphosphorylated EBV-encoded small RNA (EBER1) is transferred via EVs to naive DCs which drive of antiviral immunity (Baglio et al., 2016). It is expected that the transfer of 5′ polyphosphorylated RNAs in EVs might be a broad mechanism for “warning” cells of stress and infection. For example, transfer of naked (not bound to protein) 7S RNA (which contains a 5′ triphosphate) in EVs from stromal cells activates RIG-I in recipient cancer
cells, linking inflammation and cancer progression (Nabet et al., 2017). In EBV infection, immune stimulation by EV-imported RNA is thought to aid containment of the virus during the primary infection but can lead to chronic inflammation during latency (Baglio et al., 2016). These examples suggest multiple classes of viral-derived small RNA can influence noninfected host cells, through canonical and noncanonical mechanisms. Further work is required to understand whether the release of particular viral RNAs is specific to certain cell types and stages of infection (lytic vs. latent) and the extent to which these can signal to near or distant cell types in vivo.

### 5.1.2 Human Immunodeficiency Virus

Small RNAs derived from the HIV genome have been reported both in intra- and extra-cellular contexts (Barclay et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2014; Harwig, Jongejan, van Kampen, Berkhout, & Das, 2016; Klase et al., 2007, 2009; Narayanan et al., 2013; Narayanan, Kehn-Hall, Bailey, & Kashanchi, 2011; Ouellet et al., 2008; Sampey et al., 2016; Schopman et al., 2012; Yeung et al., 2009). In particular, multiple studies showed that HIV-1 trans-activation response element RNA (TAR) can be

---

### Table 1

Virus- or host-derived extracellular small RNAs and their proposed functions during infection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viral infection</th>
<th>Viral small RNA</th>
<th>Target/function</th>
<th>Viral replication</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBV</td>
<td>BART, BHRF1-3</td>
<td>BHRF1-3: Downregulation of cxcl11 gene in DCs</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>Pegtel et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BART: Interaction with LMP1 (viral protein)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Baglio et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-1</td>
<td>TAR miRNAs</td>
<td>Induction of NF-κB pathway, facilitate viral infection of uninfected cells</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Narayanan et al. (2013); Sampey et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSHV</td>
<td>miR-K12-10a-3p, K12-4-3p, K12-8-3p</td>
<td>Induction of aerobic glycolysis, reduced mitochondria biogenesis</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>Yogeve et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viral infection</th>
<th>Host miRNA</th>
<th>Target/function</th>
<th>Viral replication</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>miR-19a</td>
<td>Inhibition of SOC3, role in fibrosis</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Devhare et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>miR-29</td>
<td>↑?</td>
<td>Zhou et al. (2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>miR-122</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Ramakrishnaiah et al. (2013); Bukong et al. (2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBV</td>
<td>miR-29, miR-21</td>
<td>Inhibition of IL-12 in macrophages</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Kouwaki et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>miR-122</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Novellino et al. (2012); W. Wang, Li, Zhang, et al., 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAV</td>
<td>miR-483</td>
<td>Activation of RIG-I pathway</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Maemura et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>miR-17</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Scheller et al. (2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV, VV, HSV-1</td>
<td>C19MC cluster</td>
<td>Induction of autophagy</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Delorme-Axford et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hCMV</td>
<td>C19MC cluster</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Delorme-Axford et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV71</td>
<td>miR-146a</td>
<td>Inhibition of IFN immune response</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Fu et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV + ALV-J</td>
<td>miR-184, miR-146, miR-155 (all ↑), miR-3538 (?)</td>
<td>↑?</td>
<td>Zhou et al. (2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEV</td>
<td>let-7a/b</td>
<td>Neuronal damage and release of proinflammatory cytokines</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Mukherjee et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-1</td>
<td>Multiple miRNAs</td>
<td>Inhibition of immune response due to export of miRNA</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Aqil et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ↑, inhibited; ↓, enhanced; ?, unknown.

Abbreviation: 5′,pppEBER1, 5′, polyphosphorylated EBV-encoded small RNA; ALV-J, avian leukosis virus subgroup J; C19MC, chromosome 19 miRNA cluster; DC, dendritic cells; EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; EV71, enterovirus 71; HBV, hepatitis B virus; hCMV, XXX; HCV, Hepatitis C virus; HIV-1, human immunodeficiency virus 1; HSV-1, herpes simplex virus 1; IAV, Influenza A virus; IFN, interferon; JEV, Japanese Encephalitis virus; KSHV, Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus; PV, poliovirus; REV, reticuloendotheliosis virus; RIG-I, retinoic acid-inducible gene I; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor α; VV, vaccinia virus.
processed into two miRNA-like molecules, 5’ TAR and 3’ TAR (Klase et al., 2007, 2009; Narayanan et al., 2011; Ouellet et al., 2008). Both 5’ and 3’ TAR, together with the longer TAR RNA have been found in EVs isolated from culture supernatant of infected cells and patient sera (Narayanan et al., 2013). The transfer of TAR RNAs from infected to uninfected cells leads to the inhibition of pro-apoptotic transcripts, thus preventing programmed cell death in the recipient cells and leaving them susceptible to HIV-1 infection (Narayanan et al., 2013). Although the authors could not establish the exact mechanism of action or the actual involvement of the TAR RNAs, the fact that HIV-derived RNAs have been detected in patient serum is intriguing, as it indicates release and potential functions in vivo.

Additionally, 5’ and 3’ TAR contained in EVs have been proposed to interact with TLRs 7 and 8 in recipient cells, to activate NF-κB and regulate cytokine production during latency (Sampey et al., 2016). The authors showed interaction of
synthetic TAR small RNAs and TLRs using pull down assays, however, we note that it is not currently known how RNAs entering the cell naturally through EVs access the endosomal TLRs. Another study showed that HIV-encoded miRNAs derived from the viral long terminal repeat region, vmiR88 and vmiR99 are transferred in EVs and stimulate TNFα release from recipient macrophages through TLR8 signaling (Barclay et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2014; Sampey et al., 2016). These RNA-induced functions are proposed to contribute to the chronic immune activation seen in HIV-1 infected patients (Barclay et al., 2017; Bernard et al., 2014; Sampey et al., 2016).

It has also been reported in other contexts including cancer studies that small RNAs contained in EVs can interact with TLRs (Driedonks & Nolte-'t Hoen, 2018; Fabbri, Paone, Calore, Galli, & Croce, 2013; van der Grein & Nolte-'t Hoen, 2014). Further work is required to understand how RNAs access TLRs in the endosomal system, for example, whether the RNA is transported across the EV membrane within the endosome, whether the EV is destroyed within the endosome or whether the EV-RNA is released in the cytoplasm but can subsequently reach the endosome. In general, very little is known about the fate of an EV inside the target recipient cell, and research in this area could advance understanding in multiple biological and disease areas.

5.2 | Secreted host miRNAs activate immune responses and counteract viral infections

Viral infections not only lead to release of viral small RNAs in EVs but can also alter the extracellular profile of host miRNAs. The functions of extracellular host miRNAs appear to be diverse: they have been proposed to benefit the host by antagonizing viral spreading and replication and in other cases benefit the virus by suppressing antiviral immune responses and facilitating infection (Table 1 and Figure 2).

Several studies have shown that cells infected by viruses release higher levels of specific host miRNAs in EVs. For example, the EVs from HCV-infected macrophages contain miR-29 family members which inhibit viral replication in recipient hepatocytes (Y. Zhou et al., 2016). Elevated levels of miR-29 were also found in EVs isolated from hepatitis B virus (HBV)-infected hepatocytes (compared to EVs from uninfected hepatocytes). In this case, miR-29 together with miR-21 was transferred from hepatocytes to recipient macrophages. The transfer of both miRNAs resulted in suppression of the innate immune response by inhibiting IL-12 expression, a cytokine known to activate natural killer cells (Kouwaki et al., 2016). These two examples demonstrate how the same extracellular miRNA, miR-29, might have different functions (antiviral vs. proviral) in different contexts. Understanding the natural recipient/target cell of the EVs is imperative to understanding the function of the EV RNA cargo.

Another interesting example showing the functional relevance of extracellular miRNAs comes from the chromosome 19 miRNA cluster (C19MC), which is found in EVs derived from human placental trophoblasts (Delorme-Axford et al., 2013). This miRNA cluster is almost exclusively expressed in the placenta (Bentwich et al., 2005) and represents the most abundant miRNAs in trophoblastic EVs (Donker et al., 2012). When transferred to nonplacental cells these miRNAs induce upregulation of pro-autophagy transcripts which inhibit viral replication of several viruses (Figure 2), including poliovirus, vaccinia virus, and herpes simplex virus 1 (Delorme-Axford et al., 2013). However, a different study suggests that the antiviral effect of the EVs might be at least partly mediated by the unique protein and phospholipid composition (Ouyang et al., 2016). These examples illustrate a challenge in the EV field: how to delineate the importance and function of the RNA from the rest of the EV cargo (Box 1).

5.3 | Secreted host miRNAs promote viral infection and contribute to pathology

Several studies have demonstrated that host miRNAs secreted in EVs can also promote infection (Table 1), and it is tempting to speculate that viruses might have evolved mechanisms to modulate the sorting of extracellular miRNAs. EVs derived from EV71-infected cells, for example, were preferentially enriched for miR-146a, the miRNA that has been well-documented to inhibit type I IFN responses (as described above). It was shown that the transfer of this miRNA in EVs resulted in suppression of type I IFN responses in recipient cells (Fu et al., 2017). In this report, the EVs were also found to contain the RISC proteins Argonaute 2 (AGO2) and GW182 and the authors suggest the transfer of the miRNA-RISC complex might enable suppression of targets immediately after cell entry. miR-146a was also reported to be strongly increased in EVs isolated from cells coinfected with reticuloendotheliosis virus and avian leukemia virus subgroup J. Although a function of the secreted miRNAs was not explicitly shown in this report, bioinformatic target prediction suggests participation in virus–vector integration and energy metabolism (D. Zhou et al., 2018). Since miR-146 is known to be upregulated inside infected cells, it will be of interest to understand if the increased secretion of miR-146 involves passive or active sorting mechanisms (Box 1).
Another report demonstrates increased levels of several miRNAs, including miR-17-5p, in EVs isolated from lung epithelial cells and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of Influenza A virus (IAV)-infected patients. Transfer of this miRNA to primary alveolar cells leads to the downregulation of the antiviral factor MX1, thereby potentiating IAV infection (Scheller et al., 2018). EV-miRNAs also contribute to the pathogenesis of the Japanese Encephalitis virus infection, in this case let-7a/b secretion is increased upon infection of microglia cells and these miRNAs are transferred to neurons, causing damage and inflammation (Mukherjee et al., 2018). Infection can also lead to an increase in secretion of miRNAs that are thought to be antiviral. In theory, this could involve viral mechanisms aimed at reducing miRNA levels inside the infected cell, or host mechanisms to transfer antiviral signaling to uninfected cells. For example, there is some evidence that HIV-1 protein Nef mediates the selective export of miRNAs which have been predicted to target the viral genome or activate antiviral immune responses (Aqil et al., 2014). Given the diversity of miRNA functions inside of infected cells, it is expected that many more examples will emerge for their functions in transmitting information to uninfected cells, which may also fill-in some gaps in knowledge of viral-induced pathologies.

5.4 | Impact of extracellular RNAs on virus-induced pathologies: Cancer and fibrosis

Emerging data suggest EVs and miRNAs contribute to viral-induced malignant transformation of cells infected with KSHV, a gamma herpesvirus associated with abnormal endothelial proliferation and oncogenesis. During latent infection, only a small
subset of genes, including 12 viral miRNAs, are expressed. A recent study showed these viral miRNAs are transmitted in EVs from infected to adjacent, healthy cells, where they induce a metabolic shift toward aerobic glycolysis. The viral miRNAs act on targets that reduce mitochondrial respiration in the recipient cells. This shift to aerobic glycolysis is characteristic of cancer cells and establishes a novel mechanism by which viral miRNAs can manipulate the tumor microenvironment (Yoge et al., 2017).

The transmission of cellular miRNAs from virus-infected cells has also been associated with liver fibrosis. Chronic HCV infection is associated with high risk of liver fibrosis and primary hepatocellular carcinoma (Affo, Yu, & Schwabe, 2017). Hepatic stellate cells are liver-specific mesenchymal cells regarded as major players in tumor initiation and development and are a major source of extracellular proteins during fibrogenesis (Thompson, Conroy, & Henderson, 2015; Yin, Evason, Ashina, & Stainier, 2013). While HCV cannot infect stellate cells, Devhare et al. showed that virally infected hepatocytes secret EVs that contain miRNAs capable of activating genes related to liver fibrosis in the stellate cells, by targeting and suppressing their inhibitors. Among the secreted miRNAs is miR-19a, a fibrosis enhancer that targets SOCS3, a powerful negative regulator of STAT3 signaling associated with liver inflammation, fibrosis and carcinogenesis (G. He & Karin, 2011; Devhare et al., 2017). Together, these examples demonstrate the impact that extracellular miRNAs from infected cells can have on the microenvironment and how these molecules can shape not only the outcome of the viral infection but also associated pathologies.

6 | OTHER FUNCTIONS OF EXTRACELLULAR RNA IN VIRAL INFECTIONS

6.1 | Transmission of HCV in EVs—A role for miR-122?

In the liver miRNome, miR-122 accounts for more than 50% of total miRNA. This miRNA is involved in normal liver development and homeostasis and is an essential host-factor required for efficient HCV replication (Shimakami et al., 2012). A recent study showed that HCV-infected hepatocytes release EVs that contain complexes of viral RNA, AGO2 and miR-122 both in vivo and in hepatoma cell lines (Bukong et al., 2014). It has been shown that EVs collected from HCV-infected cells can initiate in vitro a productive infection (Figure 3), even when treated with antibodies isolated from chronic HCV patients (Bukong et al., 2014; Ramakrishnaiah et al., 2013). However, other reports found that EVs derived from infected cells carry on their surface viral glycoproteins able to trigger immune responses (Masciopinto et al., 2004). These examples highlight one issue in the EV field: there may be multiple EV subsets that derive from an individual cell, that behave differently (Box 1).

![Figure 3: Proposed mechanism for transmission of hepatitis C virus (HCV) in extracellular vesicles (EVs) in complex with miR-122. HCV genomic RNA is exported from infected cells in EVs in a complex with miR-122 and Argonaute 2 (AGO2) protein. The absence of viral surface protein prevents immune recognition and allows the transfer to uninfected cells where the virus replicates. EVs harboring viral proteins on their surface are recognized by the immune system and fail to establish viral infection in uninfected cells.](image-url)
One report by Dreux et al. (2012) showed that the HCV RNA cargo of EVs from infected cells activates plasmacytoid dendritic cells, which could be a host strategy to elicit an innate immune response in nonpermissive cells. Alternatively, the export of HCV RNA could be a viral strategy to evade detection of the RNA in the infected cell. As with many viral–host interactions, it is not trivial to understand who is calling the shots and further understanding of how RNA export is controlled may shed light on these issues.

What is the importance of the miR-122-HCV interaction in EVs—Does this play any role in localization, export and transmission of the virus, beyond stabilization of the viral genome? Further work is required to understand the mechanisms involved here and this example underscores the concept that we should not limit our thinking on the function of miRNAs in viral infection to just the infected cell, or to canonical miRNA functions in gene silencing.

6.2 | HBV extracellular particles—A secret shuttle for RNA?

During its replicative cycle, HBV is known to produce excess hepatitis B surface proteins (HBs) (Heermann et al., 1984), viral proteins that can self-assemble into empty, subviral particles that lack a genome (Berkower et al., 2011) but can bind to cell surface receptors (Chai et al., 2008). A recent study showed that HBs particles isolated from peripheral blood of HBV-infected individuals contain miRNAs and AGO2. In particular, the HBs particles carry liver-specific miRNAs, such as miR-122, as well as immune regulatory miRNAs including miR-223 and miR-106b. The authors suggest that most of these miRNA target genes associated with viral transmission, including clathrin-mediated endocytosis and virus entry. This raises the question of whether HBs particles play a role in viral spread and pathogenesis through their miRNA cargo and how miRNA incorporation into HBs particles is dictated. This study found HBs-associated miRNAs to be different from EV-miRNAs released from infected cells, which could indicate distinct mechanisms of miRNA sorting and secretion (Novellino et al., 2012). These results were confirmed by another study that was able to isolate miRNAs from extracellular HBs particles (W. Wang et al., 2016).

7 | LOOKING BEYOND miRNAs—RIBOSOMAL RNA AND TRANSFER RNA FRAGMENTS IN EXTRA-CELLULAR ENVIRONMENTS

The majority of literature on extracellular RNAs focuses on miRNAs and this bias is most likely due to the fact that miRNAs are relatively easy to identify and there is a model for how they function. However, there is a mounting consensus in the literature suggesting miRNAs are not the most abundant RNA species in EVs. Rather, fragments of other noncoding RNAs including ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA) YRNAs, 7S RNA, and Vault RNAs are generally more abundant in EVs than individual miRNAs and their levels in EVs are enriched compared to intracellularly (Chahar, Corsello, Kudlicki, Komaravelli, & Casola, 2018; Driedonks et al., 2018; Lässer et al., 2017; Nolte-‘t Hoen et al., 2012; Pérez-Boza, Lion, & Struman, 2018; Tosar et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2017). Although fragmented noncoding RNAs have historically been considered degradation products, in many cases the fragments arise from specific processing events. Fragments from tRNAs (tRFs) in particular are a ubiquitous class of small RNAs reported across diverse organisms both intracellularly and extracellularly. The fragments are divided into subtypes depending on their biogenesis which can be mediated by Dicer and other RNases including angiogenin (S. Li, Xu, & Sheng, 2018). In 2009, one report suggested that tRFs are involved in regulating cell proliferation in mammalian cells (Y. S. Lee, Shibata, Malhotra, & Dutta, 2009) and several reports since have linked tRF levels inside of cells to viral infection. For example, it has been shown that tRNA-halves are enriched intracellularly in different viral infections (Jackowiak et al., 2017; Selitsky et al., 2015; Q. Wang et al., 2013) and might promote RSV replication by repressing the mRNA of an antiviral host protein in the cytoplasm (Deng et al., 2015; Q. Wang et al., 2013). There are two examples that viral infections also affect the secretion of tRFs. Zhang et al. (2014) demonstrated increased levels of tRFs in the serum of patients infected with HBV but did not report a function of the tRFs. Another study reported that tRF-3019, derived from the 3′ end of tRNA-proline, was detected in the supernatants of cells infected with human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1). There is some evidence that this tRF might enhance viral replication by functioning as a primer for HTLV-1 reverse transcriptase (Ruggero et al., 2014). Although there is still not one specific model for how and why tRNA fragments function in extracellular signaling processes, they have also recently been linked to immune activation as there are preferentially exported in EVs from T cells and regulate T cell activation (Chiou, Kageyama, & Ansel, 2018). Furthermore, tRNA and rRNA fragments are produced by a broad range of organisms and have been indicated to be important in the context of other parasite–host and microbial–host interactions (X. He et al., 2018; Lambertz et al., 2015).
Further progress in understanding the functions of these noncoding RNA fragments will require modifications to current technical and bioinformatics methodologies. For example, rRNA-derived fragments (rRFs) are either depleted during library preparation or discarded in small RNA-seq analysis (Kopylova, Noé, & Touzet, 2012; Schmieder, Lim, & Edwards, 2012; Y. Wang, Li, Sun, & Yao, 2016). This makes it difficult to estimate the proportion of rRFs in EVs. However, a recent study on EVs from human glioma stem cells has found that even in rRNA-depleted libraries these rRNA fragments make up to one third of the reads, indicating that rRNAs are a dominant component of some EVs (Wei et al., 2017). Only recently, scientists have started to investigate in more detail rRNAs inside the cell and found some evidence for specific processing of rRNA fragments in plants, ticks, and humans (Asha & Soniya, 2017; Z. Chen et al., 2017; Y. Wang, et al., 2016). Although tRFs have been reported as a dominant class of RNA in EVs (Nolte-'t Hoen et al., 2012), these are also enriched in the nonvesicular fractions of body fluids and cell culture media, which raises the question of how these can be protected from degradation (Ruggero et al., 2014; Tosar et al., 2015, 2018; Zhang et al., 2014). There is some evidence that the tRFs are bound to ribonucleoproteins (Tosar et al., 2015) and they have also been recently reported to exist as stable dimers (Tosar et al., 2018).

Further work on the functions of rRNA and tRNA fragments inside the cells will help create a framework for why and how specific sequences are exported and whether this could be used by viruses or the host defense system. Assuming the export of certain small RNA species from a cell has an important functional role, it is expected that this process would be controlled, and perhaps targeted, by the virus. There is still little understanding on small RNA export and uptake mechanisms but this is an area of active investigation.

8 | RNA EXPORT MECHANISMS

Extracellular RNA is found outside of cells either protected in EVs or bound to proteins including AGO or high density lipoproteins (Fritz et al., 2016; Sohel, 2016). Therefore, it is generally expected that RNA can be released from cells in association with different complexes, yet the only export mechanism that is understood in any detail is the release of EVs (Figure 4). As described above, the main classes of EVs originate from plasma membranes or the endocytic pathway and both have been shown to contain RNA (Crescitelli et al., 2013). Comparative RNA profiling studies revealed that intracellular and extracellular RNA content is different in some cell types and contexts (Mateescu et al., 2017) leading to interest in what dictates...
selectivity. Several studies support a model of selective loading of miRNAs into EVs based on sequence recognition by RNA binding proteins, including motifs within the mature sequence such as the EXOmotif GGAG sequence in miR-601 that is recognized by the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1) in T cells (Villarroya-Beltri et al., 2013) or the GGCU/A motif recognized by the RNA-binding protein (RBP) SYNCRIP in hepatocytes (Hobor et al., 2018; Santangelo et al., 2016). It has also been shown that miRNAs in EVs show enrichment for nontemplated 3′ end uridylation, compared to cellular miRNAs, but it is not yet known whether this modification represents an active sorting mechanism (Koppers-Lalic et al., 2014). In addition, the AGO proteins may play a role in miRNA export under certain conditions as phosphorylation of AGO2 prevents its packaging into EVs and this has been shown to influences the levels of specific miRNAs in EVs (McKenzie et al., 2016).

9 | UPTAKE MECHANISMS OF EV-RNA: COMMONALITIES WITH VIRUSES

Just as there is a variety of export vehicles for extracellular RNA that includes EVs, RBPs and lipoproteins, it is expected that there are different routes to cross the plasma membrane (Figure 4). However, all of the literature on RNA import into mammalian cells has focused on uptake of EVs. In this context, since EVs and viruses both deliver bioactive material to target cells it is not surprising that there are many overlaps in the pathways involved in export and uptake. Similar to viral tropism, targeted cell uptake of EV-associated extracellular RNA may be dependent on specific interactions between receptors/recognition molecules on the plasma membrane and adhesion molecules enriched on the surface of EVs. A vast array of proteins, lipids and glycans have been implicated in EV-cell target interactions including tetraspanins, integrins, extracellular matrix components, immunoglobulins, proteoglycans, and lectins (French, Antonyak, & Cerione, 2017; Mulcahy, Pink, & Carter, 2014; Schorey, Cheng, Singh, & Smith, 2015; van Dongen et al., 2016). There is intriguing data to suggest integrins in particular enable tumor-derived EVs to target-specific recipient cells within a tissue, thereby providing a mechanism of priming specific organs for metastatic invasion (Hoshino et al., 2015). To date, it is not known whether different repertoires of adhesion molecules present on EV subpopulations (viral or host) lead to selective uptake by particular cells during infection, but given the precedent in cancer studies, it is certainly possible.

After target cell binding, internalization of EV cargo can be achieved by direct fusion with the plasma membrane (Del Conde, Shrimpton, Thiagarajan, & López, 2005; Montecalvo et al., 2012; Parolini et al., 2009) or via endocytic pathways (Montecalvo et al., 2012; Morelli et al., 2004; Svensson et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2014). Live cell imaging studies in human melanoma cells using EVs labeled with a general lipophilic dye (R18) showed that at least some vesicles are able to fuse with recipient cells and this was enhanced at acidic pHs (Parolini et al., 2009). There are a number of examples of viruses exploiting direct fusion with the plasma membrane for uptake of their genomes (van Dongen et al., 2016). Direct fusion might provide distinct pathways for RNA transfer and function compared to endocytic pathways. At the same time, experimental evidence across many cell types suggests endocytosis is a major route of uptake of both EVs (Costa Verdera, Gitz-Francois, Schifferle, & Vader, 2017) and viruses (Mercer, Schelhaas, & Helenius, 2010) while phagocytosis may be used by specialized immune cells (e.g., DCs and macrophages) to internalize EVs (Feng et al., 2010; Rudt & Müller, 1993). Internalization can also occur via macrophagocytosis (Fitzner et al., 2011; Nakase, Kobayashi, Takatani-Nakase, & Yoshida, 2015), clathrin-dependent (Escrevente, Keller, Altevogt, & Costa, 2011; Tian et al., 2014) as well as clathrin-independent mechanisms (Costa Verdera et al., 2017) or caveolin-dependent endocytosis, which involves internalization of specialized micro-domains called rafts (lipid or caveolae) (Nanbo, Kawanishi, Yoshida, & Yoshiyama, 2013). One recent paper demonstrated that single EVs are recruited to cell bodies by surfing on filopodia that enable them to reach endocytic hot spots (Heusermann et al., 2016). This strategy is also used by viruses, which may have actually evolved to exploit these components of EV uptake pathways. This work went on to trace the subcellular fate of EVs inside of cells, providing evidence that they associate with the ER, a site shown to be important for potent RNA silencing of miRNAs and siRNAs (Li et al., 2013; Stalder et al., 2013).

10 | METHODS FOR VISUALIZATION OF EVs AND TRACKING OF FUNCTIONAL EXTRACELLULAR RNA TRANSPORT IN VIVO

To date the above example is one of only a few reports providing information on the subcellular localization of EVs following internalization in recipient cells. Advances in single molecular imaging technologies and EV labeling strategies will continue to be important to advance the field, as well as studies under physiologically relevant conditions. Novel mouse transgenic approaches have recently provided compelling evidence for transfer of RNA between via EVs in vivo. The Cre-loxP transgenic
mouse system was used by Stefan Momma’s group to show direct transfer of EVs containing Cre mRNA from the blood to the brain in response to inflammation (Ridder et al., 2014). In this model, the Cre recombinase is specifically expressed in hematopoietic cells which were shown to release EVs containing Cre recombinase mRNA (Ridder et al., 2014, 2015) that were taken up by target cells and led to the expression of a Cre-inducible reporter gene. Although the efficiency of recombination in neurons was low under normal condition, there was an increase in response to inflammation which may indicate that EV-mediated transfer is important during certain disease states. This approach has also been recently used to visualize EV transfer between cancer cells using a color switch assay, where DsRed+ tumor cells are converted to eGFP+ tumor cells upon uptake of tumor EVs contain CRE mRNA (Zomer et al., 2015; Zomer, Steenbeek, Maynard, & van Rheenen, 2016). The universal use of the Cre-loxP system/reporter system and the possibility that other cell types may also use EV-mediated transfer of Cre mRNA offers new avenues to study how EV uptake is mediated and controlled in vivo. However, there is a need for better tools to visualize small RNA trafficking in vivo, and there is no literature to date visualizing their movement in an organism under physiological conditions. In the absence of tools to study small RNA transfer within an organism, studies of cross-species RNA transfer may provide novel insights to the field. Here, the transferred RNA can be distinguished through sequencing. For example, using a humanized transgenic mouse model expressing the entire primate-specific C19MC miRNA cluster or individual miRNAs in the placenta, the Sadovsky group where able to show extracellular RNA transport between maternal and fetal compartments in vivo (Chang et al., 2017). It could be envisaged that such a model could be adapted to shed light on the role of this locus in viral infection when ectopically expressed in nonplacenta cells (see Section 5.2).

11 | CHALLENGES WHEN STUDYING EXTRACELLULAR RNA IN VIRAL INFECTIONS

A key hurdle in the field is purifying sufficient quantities and homogenous populations of EVs for functional studies. Many strategies are now focused on this aspect, which is reviewed further in Konoshenko et al. (2018) In particular, immunopurification strategies targeting surface EV proteins and cushioned density gradient ultracentrifugation (cushioned-DGUC) techniques are gaining popularity (K. Li, Wong, Hong, & Raffai et al., 2018). Other interesting and novel approaches include Contact Free-Sorting using acoustic waves to fractionate EVs based on size and density (K. Lee, Shao, Weissleder, & Lee, 2015; M. Wu et al., 2017). Isolating EVs from cell culture media also comes with a range of challenges and extensive energy from the community has focused on “best practice” to avoid EV damage and artifacts associated with the purification methods. An overview of guidelines, advantages and disadvantages of purification approaches is provided in the minimal information for studies of extracellular vesicles 2018 report (Théry et al., 2018). However, this is further complicated when isolating EVs from cells infected with viruses since EVs and virions display similar sizes and biochemical compositions such that commonly used isolation methods will result in a mixed population of EVs and virions (Raab-Traub & Dittmer, 2017). Affinity purification using magnetic beads against specific EV membrane proteins like CD63 can help separate EVs from some virions but selects for a subpopulation of EVs, as not all EVs express the same markers on their surface (Kowal et al., 2016). This becomes further complicated by the fact that several viruses use the same host secretion routes as vesicles. For example, IAV was shown to incorporate CD9 into virions (Hutchinson et al., 2014), while HBV envelope proteins colocalize with MVE proteins ALIX and VPS4B (Watanabe et al., 2007). Other host proteins that are used as EV markers, including Annexin 2 and heat shock proteins, were found in HIV-1 virions (Linde et al., 2013). Early studies have shown that even CD63, a classical EV marker, is incorporated by HIV-1 virions (Meerloo et al., 1993; Orentas & Hildreth, 1993) and this further underscores the difficulty of finding a universal marker to separate EVs from viruses. Accordingly, it is important to note that not only EV purifications are contaminated by viruses but also vice versa, as most virus purification protocols do not deplete EVs, something that has been recognized for many years in the HIV field (Bess, Gorelick, Bosche, Henderson, & Arthur, 1997; Gluschankof, Mondor, Gelderblom, & Sattentau, 1997). Dettenhofer & Yu (1999) were the first to address this issue by developing an OptiPrep velocity gradient to separate HIV particles from EVs in order to characterize the protein profile of the virions. On this note, a range of studies have characterized cellular noncoding RNAs in virions, including small RNAs (Eckwahl, Telesnitsky, & Wolin, 2016) and further work may be required to understand whether these are solely packed in virions or the EVs with which they co-purify.

Another major issue in EV purifications is contaminants from the culture media in the case of in vitro studies (Tosar et al., 2017) or from different body fluids in the case of in vivo studies (Gyorgy et al., 2011; Théry, Amigorena, Raposo, & Clayton, 2006). Many cells depend on culture media containing animal-derived serum, including fetal bovine serum, which is known to comprise bovine EVs containing RNA, as well as nonvesicular complexes containing small RNAs (Tosar et al., 2017). To study EVs and/or extracellular RNA, the standard technique is to use vesicle-depleted media. Vesicle depletion is usually
achieved by prolonged ultracentrifugation of the diluted serum (Shelke, Lässer, Gho, & Lötvall, 2014; Théry et al., 2006) but it has been shown that this is not sufficient to remove EVs completely (Lehrich, Liang, Khosravi, Federoff, & Fiandaca, 2018; Wei, Batagov, Carter, & Krichevsky, 2016). In addition, the depletion of vesicles from the culture media can alter cell proliferation (Eitan, Zhang, Witwer, & Mattson, 2015). Given the importance and breadth of the extracellular RNA field, there is substantial energy focused on addressing these issues and bringing new tools to this research (Carpintero-Fernández, Fafián-Labora, & O’Loghlen, 2017; Driedonks, Nijen Twilhaar, & Nolte-‘t Hoen, 2019).

12 | OUTSTANDING CHALLENGES AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the field of extracellular RNA offers many new exciting possibilities for how cells communicate with one another, and how viruses have evolved to exploit or modulate these mechanisms during their lifecycles. However, there are many technical challenges and unknowns that come with the youth of this field (Box 1). Sequencing analyses of the RNA found in different body fluids have dominated this field, with less focus on how the RNA became extracellular and whether it is directed to a specific target. As such, the field of extracellular RNA has lurked on the fringe of mainstream RNA biology but recent reports linking selectivity in RNA export with RBPs will hopefully help to integrate extracellular and intracellular studies. Furthermore, the study of how viruses modulate and hijack RNA export pathways could play an important role in driving the extracellular RNA field forward, in the same way viruses have helped illuminate fundamental aspects of RNA processing and gene regulation inside the cell.

However, many technical challenges exist that need to be addressed to move the field forward. In particular, the ability to study RNA export, including selectivity mechanisms, requires isolation of pure populations of extracellular RNA. We are still learning what those populations are and they include both vesicular and nonvesicular complexes. In the case of vesicular RNAs, we know the EVs themselves are heterogeneous: cells produce multiple EV subsets whose cargo and functions can differ (Kowal et al., 2016). In the context of an infected cell, virions themselves also add to this complexity as most current methods of EV or virus purification will not distinguish the two. To meet these challenges, new technologies are evolving, as detailed in this review. Given the burgeoning body of data detailing functional properties of extracellular vesicles in mammalian disease, and the implications that RNA underpins some of these functions, it seems worth the challenge.
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